How To Open A Can With No Tools (Without wasting any food)
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How frustrating would it be to have a can of food, but no can-opener to open it? Sure, you can hack your way in with a large knife or other sharp tool, but what can you do if you don't have any tools with you?

If you are in a survival situation and you have or you find some canned food, this video shows you a great technique for opening a can, with no tools whatsoever, without wasting any of the food.

This is a pretty cool technique to commit to memory, I don't think I would have thought of getting into a can this way... Oh yeah.... Before people complain that I said 'no tools' but he uses a knife - he could have opened the can without the knife if he had gone a little longer. I think anyone can see that you can open a can in this manner, without the knife.